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COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA 
(CBA) 
FY16 result: a good outcome

RESULTS FY15 FY16 CHANGE CONSENSUS 
BELL POTTER 

ESTIMATES    COMMENTS 

Cash net profit 
($m) 

9137 9450 3% 9482 9372 

Rep Net Profit 
($m) 

9063 9227 2% 9329 9236 

Net Interest 
Margin (%) 

2.09 2.07 (2bps) 2.06 2.06 

Return on Equity 
(%) 

18.2 16.5 (170 
bps) 

16.3

Dividend (cents) 420 420 steady 420    Final dividend 222cps (BP 222cps, 
consensus 222cps; ex 17 Aug, Pay 
29 Sep 

 Cash EPS 555cps (BP 551cps, consensus 558cps)

 BDD charge $1,256m or 19bp (BP $1,436m or 21bp, consensus $1,366m or 20bp).

 Good outcome, ahead of our numbers and with cash NPAT in line with consensus and NIM outcome better than expected, down only

2bp.  Costs flat over the half, positive “Jaws” based on strong revenue growth of 5%.  Asset quality remains sound, GIAs flat and 90

days past due lower.  CET1 very strong at 10.6% due to organic capital growth (9.6% pro-forma and ahead of the pack), and retail

funding continues to improve.  Buffers all in the right direction.  Overall, a respectable outcome given challenges from all fronts.

Outlook: “Solid underlying GDP growth and stable employment, but nominal growth remains weak. Globally, monetary stimulus unable to 

offset low confidence from weak incomes and instability. “More of the same” the most likely scenario, but with some downside risk. For 

CBA –conservatism, focus on the long-term, wary of structural responses to cyclical trends.” 

Today’s share price reaction: Up 0.2% to $78.5 (10.21 am)  

Recommendation: Buy rating likely to be maintained.  Research report available tomorrow to Bell Potter clients. 
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